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Overview
The proposed development includes two existing lots on Fairfield Road, 
1712 and 1720. Aryze Developments is planning to rezone these lots to 
provide 17 street-oriented townhouse units. The proposed project includes 
3 building clusters, underground parking and extensive new landscaping.

Key to the development is the provision of a range of housing types to allow 
for a varied demographic to create a village atmosphere. The 17 units are 
composed of the following:

 - 5 3-bedroom duplex townhouses
 - 5 2-bedroom duplex townhouses
 - 5 3-bedroom townhouses
 - 2 4-bedroom townhouses

Units are configured to allow for a variety of inhabitants including young 
families, professionals and retirees. Current single family houses in the 
Gonzales neighbourhood are becoming increasing unaccessible to many 
of these demographics. Ground oriented townhouses offer the benefits of 
a single family house with a more dense and sustainable housing typology.

Site Context
The site is located on the northwest side of Fairfield Road to the immediate  
east of Hollywood Park. The surrounding neighbourhood is primarily 
composed of single family houses with some multi-unit development. In 
particular immediately across Fairfield Road from the site is the historic 
complex know as Hollywood Corners (Montague Court). Sited tight to the 
street edge, this complex includes a small retail component and residential 
units. The close proximity of Montague Court forms a key component of the 
urban design rationale for the project and will be expanded upon later in 
this document.

Topographic Characteristics of the Site

The site slopes slightly from southeast to northwest with the far western 
corner of the lot being the low point.

Relationship to Transit + Cycling Infrastructure
The proposed development in located in close proximity to a major bus 
route (7 - UVIC to Downtown). In addition the site is on the Fairfield Road 
bike route. Vehicle and bike parking as well as multi-modal transit are 
discuss further in section 8 of this document.

GENERAL INFORMATION2.0
2.1

2.3

2.2
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ZONING INFORMATION3.0
 Existing Zoning + Setbacks
Fairfield Green is inspired by the existing neighbourhood of Gonzales Bay  
and its proximity to the unique waterfront of Victoria. The large lot sizes, 
mature trees, and variety of local vegetation were the main sources of 
inspiration for the site planning of the project. The existing zoning is R1-G 
are its requirements are as follows:

Proposed Rezoning + Setbacks
Aryze is proposing to rezoning the two lots. The proposed setbacks for the 
rezoned property are listed below:

3.1 3.2

Height  
7.6 m  

Setback - Front   
7.5 m     

Setback - Rear  
9.1 m or 30% of lot depth  

Setback - East Side  
3.9m (min. combined 5.4m)   

Setback - West Side

1.5 m (min. combined 5.4m)

PROPOSED

Height  
10.7 m  

Setback - Front

3.0m  

Setback - Rear

6.1m  

Setback - East Side

7.0m    

Setback - West Side

2.5 m   
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Figure 1 - Concept Precedent: The British Country Village
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Figure 2 - Concept Precedent Images: British Country Village

Figure 3 - Context Plan showing proposed development in pink and adjacent Montague Court site in blue.
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Concept Precedent: Country Village
The project is inspired by a concept precedent. In historic towns in the UK 
buildings get gradually tighter to the street edge as one approaches the 
centre of a village. Moments of relative density are created and form urban 
nodes that are pedestrian friendly. The project seeks to work in concert 
with the existing historic buildings on the southeast side of Fairfield road 
(Hollywood Corners) to create a smiliar moment of urban density.

Ground Oriented Townhouses
The proposed project is based on a ground oriented townhouse model. This 
housing type has a long history in the making of cities and towns and includes 
many significant historical precedents. Ground Oriented Townhouses such as 
the brownstone (US) or terrace house (UK) provide sustainable higher density 
living while providing the benefits of a house. In particular this housing type 
provides an “at grade” front entry door and the opportunity to have useable 
outdoor space for each unit.

The historic terrace townhouse model has recently been rediscovered. 
A number of exciting contemporary variations on the townhouse model 
have been explored in Europe. From an urban design and environmental 
standpoint, the ground oriented townhouse offers very liveable higher density 
housing compared to typical apartment buildings. This housing model has 
provided the venue for design innovation in recent years.

Building Scale
The proposed development consists of three independent townhouse 
clusters. Each building cluster has a footprint of approximately 260m² (2,800 
ft²). As illustrated on the context plan on the facing page this footprint size is 
similar to that of the surrounding single family neighbourhood.

Reinforcing the Existing Condition
The existing historic buildings opposite the site on the southeast side of 
Fairfield Road (Montague Court / Hollywood Corners) sit along the street 
edge with a reduced setback creating a point of intensity. The proposed 
development mirrors this condition across Fairfield to create an ensemble of 
urban buildings resulting in an urban node not unlike that of a British country 
village.

In this way, old and new work together to create a new urban whole. Front 
entry doors to the proposed development are oriented toward the street with 
areas of repose designed to encourage interactions between neighbours 
and passers by. These are not unlike traditional stoops or the generous front 
steps of brownstones or terrace houses.

URBAN DESIGN RATIONALE4.0
4.1 4.4

4.2

4.3

Figure 4 - Traditional brownstones with a seating stoop (semi-public space)
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Urban Design Diagram 2: Creating a Vital Pedestrian Realm

Urban Design Diagram 1: Neighbourliness

Figure 5 - Urban Design Diagram illustrating Neighbourliness

Figure 6 - Urban Design Diagram illustrating A Vital Pedestrian Realm
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CPTED Principles: “Eyes on the Street”
Key to the project is Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED). 
This framework of tested methods includes the idea of passive surveillance, 
the notion that when neighbours have direct visual connections between their 
unit and adjacent outdoor space, there is an effective disincentive to anti-
social behavior. In planning terms this is frequently referred to as “eyes on the 
street”. The proposed project is configured on both its Fairfield Road street 
and its Hollywood Park edge to encourage these kind of visual connections 
creating not just eyes on the street but eyes on the park. With this in mind, 
the design team proposes to omit a fence along the western property line 
with the rationale that the lack of a fence will increase visibility and security in 
relation to Hollywood Park.

Interior shared amenity and access spaces within the site itself are also 
configured to encourage passive surveillance to increase security. In addition, 
carefully considered site lighting will illuminate these areas to appropriate 
levels for visibility at all hours of the day.

Passive Design Principles + Sustainability
The proposed Fairfield Road Ground Oriented Townhouse project is 
configured to work in harmony with its environment and climate. The 
term passive design identifies an approach whereby building orientation, 
window openings and environmental performance are a key component of 
the building organization and configuration. Passive design principles are 
embedded in the project at multiple scales and include the following:

 - the percentage of openings to solid walls is less than 40%
 - south facing windows are protected from summer sun using a 
   living trellis concept (mitigating heating load)
 - insulation values in roof and walls are high
 - building orientation minimizes solar loading
 - operable skylight and high level operable windows are used to   
   passively ventilate all units
 - on-site stormwater is managed via rain gardens

In addition to passive design the project seeks to use readily renewable 
materials. Cladding is stained tight knot cedar harvested from low diameter 
(rapidly renewable) trees. Exterior decks utilize a naturally resistant decking 
material called Accoya that is cured in vinegar rather than dangerous 
chemicals. Furthermore, the standing seam metal roof is incredibly durable 
providing a lifespan of 50+ years with minimal maintenance. Typical asphalt 
shingles, a petroleum by-product have a life span of 15 years and would end 
up in a landfill. 

4.0
4.5 4.6

URBAN DESIGN RATIONALE

Street Edge Condition

Building Volume
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5.0

Figure 7 - Site Plan 
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SITE PLANNING5.0
Key:

1 Building Cluster 1

2 Building Cluster 2

3 Building Cluster 3

4 Parkade Entrance

5 Outdoor Patio

6 Outdoor Deck

7 Unit Entrance

8 Shared Amenity Space
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SITE PLAN5.0
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Concept
Overall the design is intended to green and soften hardscaped surfaces while 
addressing storm water management. Modern features are implemented 
with structures such as the trellis, fencing, entrance gate, and ‘living walls’. 
Public spaces such as the courtyard and open grass areas will have unique 
tree planters with seating and curved bench features.

Planting + Landscape Screening 
Privacy throughout the design is provided with planters alternating between 
tall ornamental grasses, shrubs, and feature trees for seasonal interest. 
Raised planters are suggested to wrap all sharp corners and will address 
the lack of soil volume due to underground parking.

Neighbour privacy will be provided by 7’ fencing as well as screening with 
tall grasses and shrubs. A portion of the fencing will have a retaining wall to 
address the grade change.

Site Stormwater Management
To deal with storm water and run off we are proposing 2 bioswale areas at low 
grade points. There will be no standing water but rather infiltration through 
plant material.

Living Trellis + Walls
The screens provided on the buildings will create the concept of ‘living walls’ 
by allowing vines to climb. A trellised structure will encase the underground 
parking ramp to soften the concrete structure. Trees throughout the design will 
provide shade on hard surfaces allowing for comfortable seating underneath 
and accents.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN6.0
6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4
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TREE REMOVAL PLAN6.5



20 Figure 8 - View from Hollywood Park

Figure 7 - View from Fairfield Road
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Creating a Village
Following from the urban design concept precedent of a small country village, 
the project is conceived as a small beach village. Entrances are oriented 
to the street edge or courtyard. Planters and vegetation mediate between 
built form and the site edges. Semi-private outdoor patios maintain visual 
connections to public spaces to allow for interactions between neighbours.

The project is organized around a central courtyard to which all pedestrian 
routes lead. Each building cluster is limited in size to a maximum of 6 units 
and provides distinct visible entrances. Each entrance doubles as a semi-
public hang out space in the spirit of the stoop on a brownstone reinforcing 
social connections between neighbours.

Material Palette
The beach village concept informs the material, colours and massing of 
the project. Cladding is simple washed cedar. Entrance walks, front doors 
and outdoor patio spaces are characterized by clear timber “boardwalks” 
complimenting the vertical cedar cladding. Windows and drain pipes are 
simple grey metal in keeping with the subdued palette. 

A light guage metal trellis wraps the second floor of each unit on the street 
and courtyard sides creating a living wall that provides solar shading to 
generous windows. Simple planters with drought resistent planting provide a 
landscaped edge where buildings meet the ground.

Relationship to Street + Park
The ground oriented townhouse model has been used historically in the 
great pedestrian cities of the world. In the UK, parts of London and Bath 
are famed for their Victorian and Edwardian terrace housing. This housing 
type, provides an excellent street edge condition with visual connections 
to unit interiors and a semi-public outdoor space. This thickened edge at 
the building front allows for quiet spaces of repose where one can enjoy a 
morning coffee or stretch after an evening jog.

Along the Hollywood Park side of the site, units give on to outdoor patios with 
steps down to the park. The building facade in this location has two roles. 
It  acts to mediate light and views from within but it also acts to frame and 
compliment the park’s eastern edge. So too, the Fairfield Road facade in 
concert with Montague Court / Hollywood Corners across the street, creates 
a lively urban edge framing the new urban node that has been created.

Key to the success of the project is the creation of engaging edges to both 
park and street, animating and framing the life of the neighbourhood.

FORM CHARACTER + MASSING

7.1 7.3

7.2

7.0
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Figure 9 - Shadow
Studies
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Shadow Analysis

FORM CHARACTER + MASSING

7.4

7.0
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Figure 10 - Parking Level Plan
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Vehicle Parking
In general terms Fairfield Green responds to the aspiration that each project: 
contribute to the neighbourliness, liveability, sustainability and sense of 
community in Gonzales Bay. The project proposes a cluster of three townhouse 
buildings all orgranized around a central courtyard in which buildings fronting 
Fairfield Road do so with a front door and steps providing direct access to 
units from the street. (see figures 7 and 8 on page 20)

During the consultation process, the community expressed concern 
regarding parking requirements. With this in mind, the design team has 
provided 20 underground parking stalls, utilizing the site’s grade changes 
and several landscape strategies to minimize visual impact and increase the 
neighbourhood`s perceived volume of green space.

Bicycle Parking
As urban dwellers continue the shift towards alternative modes of  
transportation,  including cycling and car-sharing, the established necessity 
of the motor vehicle is anticipated to decline in the decades to come.  Several 
times throughout the public consultation process, community members 
expressed their recognition of this anticipated shift in transportation and 
requested that less emphasis on parking be considered in the projects 
development. In response, 20+ secure bicycle parking stalls will be provided 
on the underground parking level, in recognition of the City of Victoria`s intent 
to establish Fairfield Road as multi-modal  alternative transportation route.

Traffic Flow
The site planning and schematic design of Fairfield Green recognizes the 
importance of alternative modes of transportation and the City of Victoria’s 
ambitions to establish Fairfield Road as a multi-modal transportation route.

Fairfield Road provides the primary point of access to Fairfield Green, for all 
modes of transportation, moving along an axis oriented south-west to north-
east from Downtown Victoria. Pedestrian access to Fairfield Green is marked 
by a distinct entrance slightly east of Hollywood Park, with underground 
parking access located along the eastern property line.

Please refer to the traffic flow diagram on page 26.

PARKING + TRAFFIC FLOW

8.1 8.3

8.2

8.0
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PUBLIC CONSULTATION9.0
Consultation Process
From the onset of the project, ARYZE Developments has actively engaged  
the community in several modes of public consultation to better understand 
the concerns, needs, and desires of the Gonzales Bay community. Forms of 
engagement have included public open houses, door-to-door canvassing, 
and the delivery of 200+ flyers to households in the immediate area detailing 
the intent, goals, and ambitions for the project. This process began in March 
of this year (2017) and extended through the summer months. At each 
stage of the consultation process, ARYZE and SHAPE received valuable 
feedback from neighbours and the community regarding the project`s overall 
site planning and design, specifically regarding the cladding materials, 
architectural expression, landscape design, and property setbacks. 

The design team has taken this feedback into account and made a sincere 
effort to address the concerns and desires of the community to develop a 
project that fulfills the goals of both the Gonzales Bay community plan, and 

the Capital Region`s Official Community Plan.
Design Revisions
The complete list of items addressed is as follows:

 • Drop Block 3 height (twice)
 • Remove suites from Block 3
 • Increased common space between units
  • More private space for units (LCP)
  • Side yard setback increased (twice)
  • Rear yard setback increased (twice)
  • Block 3 units moved
 • Block 3 roof massing reduced
  • Block 3 removal of 3rd floor patios
  • Better street relationship of Block 2
  • Reduction of Block width
  • Increased parking yield
  • Increased 3bed + units
  • Changed exterior cladding 
  • Increased landscaped areas
  • Added taller perimeter fence (neighbor request)
  • Increased screening plants and type (neighbor request)
  • Included concrete retaining structure (neighbor request)
  • Changed type of rain garden at NE corner (neighbor request)
  • Added offsite tree planting (neighbor request)
  • Added offsite community amenity (Hollywood Par contribution)
  • Added living building wall to soften structure
  • Added more mature trees

9.1 9.2
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APPENDIX 01 - ELEVATIONSA.01
Building 1
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APPENDIX 01 - ELEVATIONSA.01
Building 2
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APPENDIX 01 - ELEVATIONSA.01
Building 3
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APPENDIX 02 - LANDSCAPE PLANA.02
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APPENDIX 03 - MATERIAL BOARDA.03
Material Palette

CEDAR CLADDING, WHITE WASH FINISH 
METAL FLASHING
STANDING SEAM SLOPED METAL ROOF
LIGHT GAUGE ALUMINUM BAR GRATE SCREEN
CLIMBING PLANTS / VINES 
CEDAR BOARD, NATURAL FINISH
BOARD FORM CONCRETE, CAST IN-SITU  
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